
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS FRAUD 

No one is safe from to this type of fraud! Maskatel offers you advice in order to help you 

protect yourself and heighten your awareness regarding fraudulent practices,  

Maskatel monitors its network traffic on an ongoing basis looking out for suspicious or 

unusual activities. However, it is your responsibility to take the necessary steps to 

protect your telephone system and your telecommunications equipment against fraud. 

What is telecommunications fraud? 

Telecommunications fraud usually involves a third party making long distance telephone calls 

at a company’s expense. Several types of fraud exist: 

1.   By PBX Telephone system (Private Branch Exchange) 

2.   By voicemail 

3.   By calling Card 

4.   By modem 

How to protect your business from these types of fraud? 

Although there is no flawless solution, several measures can minimize the risks: 

1. Remote access: Control the access and limit the reach of calls after business hours. If 

this is not possible, seek an attendant’s intervention in the event of a problem. 

2. Passwords and access codes: Avoid keeping your device's default password. Choose 

a hard-to-guess password that contains, for example, a large number of letters and 

special characters (#) (*) (/). We also suggest you regularly change your password.  

3. Long distance calls: Limit or prohibit calls in countries where you don’t do business.  

4. Voice mail system: Restrict voice mail to internal calls only and delete unused 

mailboxes. 

5. Automatic call answering: Limit or block access to long distance lines and local 

dialling capabilities. 

6. Monitoring: Learn to detect unusual habits such as an increase in calls after office 

hours, bursts of incoming calls, etc. Monitoring remains an essential tool to identify 

fraud. 



 

 

Do you suspect or detect a fraud within your telecommunications system ?  

The first thing to do is to contact your equipment supplier and then your long distance 

provider. Remember that it is important to take immediate action since the costs associated 

with this type of fraud can rapidly increase and that they will be billed to you. 

Fraudsters often act when your vigilance is reduced: Outside of your business hours, at night, 

on weekends and on holidays. We recommend that you include telecommunications fraud in 

your corporate crisis management plan. 


